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Abstract: In this paper color image authentication based fragile watermarking technique applied on binomial
transform has been proposed, Binomial transform is applied to convert each pair of sub image block into
transform domain in row order, authenticating watermark of 2×2 bits on each transformed components starting
from Least Significant bit. Inverse binomial transform is performed to convert each pair of block back into the
spatial domain. A readjustment method is performed on the embedded component positive and less than or
equal to 255 keeping the watermark unaltered. The watermark is extracted at the recipient end based on the
reverse operation and is verified for authentication using a message digest. Experimental result ensures that
the proposed technique obtain higher Payload and Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR),These technique always
provide to ensure increase their PSNR value as compared to existing methods.
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INTRODUCTION Binomial Transform: The Binomial Transform is a

Related Work:  Digital  Watermarking technique have sequence)that computes its forward differences. It is
been proposed to protect copyright images and prove closely related to the Euler transform, the result of
against  the  attacker [1-3]. (i.e., changing the quality of applying the binomial transform to the sequence
the image without modifying the image content such as associated with its ordinary generating function [13-17].
common image processing (eg., salt and pepper noise The objective of this paper is to authenticate a carrier
attacks) While  detecting Watermark data-altering image through a fragile watermarking technique the
malicious  /  manipulations.   In   general,  these scheme effectiveness of various watermarking techniques can be
use  the  chosen  transform  domain  as  the media to measured in terms of payload, peaksignal to noise ratio
embed and extract Watermarks [4-7]. Then they use the and image fidelity etc.
extracted Watermarks to authenticate the Digital
Watermark content and localizethe tampered areas if Binomial Transform: The Binomial Transform is a
possible. sequence transformation (i e., a transform of a

A digital watermark is called fragile if it fails to sequence)that computes its forward differences. It is
bedetectable alter the modification of the Watermark closely related to the Euler transform, the result of
content [8-11]. A fragile watermarks are commonly used applying the binomial transform to the sequence
for tamper detection (i.e., Modifications to an original associated  with   its    ordinary    generating   function
work that clearly are noticeable) [12]. The information to [18]. The objective of this paper is to authenticate a carrier
be embedded in a signal is called a digital watermark. image   through    a   fragile   watermarking   technique  the

sequence transformation (i e., a transform of a
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effectiveness of various watermarking techniques can be means that the embedded watermark should not be
measured in terms of payload, peaksignal to noise ratio detectable if modification have been made fragile
and image fidelity etc. watermark have additional properties.Each pair of pixel

Binomial Transform Based Fragile Watermarking initial adjustment. Thispixel  arrangementsmust be
Schemes: The binomial transform (BT) is applied on pixel maintain by the readjustment technique with a valid range
components {a } to generate transformed components (0  p 255) applied the binomial transform.n

{s }. In the case of Inverse binomial transform (IBT) isn

applied on each adjusted components to produce the
(1) watermarked image in spatial domain.The authorized

Similarly, the inverse Binomial transform (IBT) is image  through  reverse  process  and  new  message
usedto convert back the transformed components into digest  (MD’)  are o btained  from  the extracted image
pixeldomain using equation (2). bits. Those extracted Watermark data along with the

embedded the Watermarked data with their message
(2) digest (MD).

Formulation Binomial Transform: The Transformed
components corresponding toeach 2×2 sub image block Insertion: Initially, the pixel components are in the spatial
in spatial domain. domain. Each pair of pixel components are convert into

(3) (BT).

where n= 3 and  is the forward differenceoperator. Algorithm
Watermark bits are fabricated into each transformed Input: The carrier image (I) and an authenticating
components starting from the Least Significant bit watermark (W´). The message digest MD derived from the
position [19-21]. authenticating watermark,

Similarly, the inverse binomial transform (IBT) is
applied to each 2×2 Transformed blocks to convert it back Output: The watermarked image (W´).
into the spatial domain.

(4) the watermark image along with the message digest (MD)

where n=0 to 3 and  is the forward difference operator. spatial domain into transform domain.
The Binomial transform is self-inverse and transformation
is symmetric [22]. Steps:

Proposed Technique: The main objective of proposed watermark fora color image authentication.
technique on color image authentication by protecting The size of the authenticatingwatermark (L) can be
secret watermark. The message digest MD (which is expressed.
generated from watermark data) is used for authentication
by verifying the integrity of the host image. The proposed Wsize = [2× {3×(m×n)}+(MD-L)]
fragile watermarking scheme which can detect, localize.
the properties of watermarks are designed to be different. where L are the length of the message digest, the number
In a fragile Watermarking scheme for copyright of bits per byte is 2,m×n is the dimension of the
protection, an attacker intends to remove the embedded authenticating watermark color image. 
watermark or make it detectable while keeping the
watermarked data useful Thus, the altering watermarked To perform the operations given below:
data while keeping the embedded watermark untouched, The carrier image (I) is partitioned into pair of pixel
Fragile watermark should be sensitive to alteration, Which components in row order.

components of the host image is preprocessed for an

recipient extracts the watermark from the watermarked

message digest (MD´) must be same as compared to

transformed components based on the binomial transform

Methods: The Binomial transform (BT) is used to generate

into the carrier image by converting the mage from the

The message digest (MD) is obtained from the
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S = {P , P , P , P } XS´={P , P , P ,, P }ij ij+1 i+1,j i+1,j+1

To retain the value positive and less than or equal to Apply Binomial transform (BT) on a pair of pixel
255 before append the watermark bits. components corresponding to generate transformed
Apply the Binomial transform (BT) on each pair of components
pixel components to generate the transformed
components. T´´ = BT (S´)={t´´ , t´´ , t´´ ,t´´ ,}
Two bits of authenticating watermark exposition.(i e.,
LSB-0) Two bits of authenticating watermark are extracted

T =BT(S) ={t , t , t , t ,} Apply Inverse binomial transform on each pair ofi,j i,j+1 i+1j i+1,j+1

Each embedded component is obtained by the domain, compare the extracted watermark.MD if both
formula as given in eq. are same then the image is authorized, else

T' ={t' , t' , t' , t' } Stop.i,j i+1,j i,j+1 i+1,j+1

t'  = t  + W(N )m,n m,n m,n

where authentication against the attacker.The watermark can be
used for authentication purpose. The altered version of

N Which means, a maximum of three bits of the quality of watermark.m,n

authenticating watermark are embedded on a
transformed component RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Closest to the original without hampering the
embedded bits. inverse Binomial transform (IBT) for In this carrier image stays to mention at various level.
each pair of components to generate the pixel Which has been modifying the carrier image before and

Re-Adjustment: The embedding operation followed by results.
the inverse Binomial Transform (IBT)may generate the
following stations

The Pixel components may be negative (-ve).
The pixel components may be greater than the
maximumvalue (i.e., 255).

Extraction
Algorithm
Input: The watermarked image (W´) in spatial domain.

Output: The authenticating watermark image (W)and the
message digest.

Methods: The Inverse Binomial Transform (BT) is applied
for each pair of pixel component back to the spatial
domain.

Steps:
The Watermarked image (W’) ispartitioned  into  pair Fig. 1: Cover image,extracted and authenticating
of pixel components in row major order. watermark image in the proposed technique.

i,j i,j+1 i+1,j i+1,j+1

i,j i+1j i,j+1 i+1,j+1

from each transformed components.

transformed components to convert back into spatial

unauthorized.

Authentication: To check the integrity during the

watermark image is available to the decoder. if the payload
is kept unchanged and if one increases the block size from
2 × 2, then the quality of the watermarked images will be
degraded then the authentication must be notified for the

after embedding the watermark image as shown in the
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Fig. 2: Calculate PSNR value for the Valid Image along
with MD(Messagedigest).

Table: Comparisons of payloads and PSNR over Mandal and Ghosal's
method and Proposed Technique

Mandal and Ghosal's method Payloads (bpB) PSNR (dB)
----------------------------------- --------------------------------

Carrier images Proposed Technique Payloads (bpB)PSNR (dB)
Lena image 1.5 37.95 2 38.44
Pepper 1.5 38.57 2 38.94
Sail boat 1.5 38.23 2 38.26
Average 1.5 38.25 2 38.54

Fig. 3: Verify the Invalid Message Digest(MD)

Fig. 4: Comparisons results of Peak Signal to Noise Ratio
(PSNR) with respect to varying sizes of
watermarked “Lena” image based on Mandaland
Goal’ s method and the proposed technique

CONCLUSION

The proposed technique satisfies the fragile
watermarking properties. In these watermarking algorithm
will prove their Watermark quality against different attack,
to enhance the security to verify the general scheme for
image authentication. The authentication should ensure
to maintain their Watermarked image by using the
proposed technique algorithm as compared to existing
technique.
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